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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for modeling and simulation of 

complex systems. This approach is based on the decomposition of the 

considered systems into sub-systems which appear on two levels: On the lower 

level; the decomposition concerns the division of a global system into atomic 

and coupled models based on DEVS formalism (Discrete Event Systems 

Specification). The system components are then represented using the DEVS 

mathematical equations. This step allows the formal system checking. At the 

higher lever, the implementation of the obtained DEVS models is realized using 

Multi-Agents Systems (MAS) based on Agent/Role/Group (AGR). Moreover, a 

set of procedures and functions permitting to transform DEVS to MAS models 

are defined and implemented. The main advantages of this approach are its 

adaptability for various domains, its flexibility (easy to implement), its 

extensibility (adding new components). A version of this work will be 

implemented using a functional extension of the Multi Agent Development KIT 

platform (MAD-KIT). 
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1 Introduction 

 
Nowadays, complex systems are made of a large number of interacting entities into 

interaction, and the overall behavior of these systems emerges from these interactions 

[1, 2]. The increasing complexity of the studied systems and the requirements of the 

designers have led to the introduction of many categories of formalisms into the 

modelling and simulation process. Indeed, there is no single model, or formalism, to 

model all aspects or components of a system. Thus, different levels of explanation, 

different theories, and different formalisms or dedicated languages are necessary to 

properly describe the different aspects or components of the system. 

    The modeling and simulation [3-10] of complex systems can be used for several 

purposes. For instance, in ca be used in order to handle the modeled system without 

risks, to observe and analyze the phenomena emerging when we change the system 

inputs, and also to improve the understanding and to prevent eventual damages of the 

system. Therefore, the challenge of the modeling and simulation process of complex  
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systems is to provide adequate formalism to model these systems on one hand, and to 

use the appropriate tools for implementation, on the other hand.   

    This work presents a hybrid method that combines DEVS (Discrete Event System 

Specification) formalism [11] and AGR model (Agent/Group/Role) for modeling and 

simulating complex systems.  

    First, DEVS formalism [11] is used to define the structures of entities that make up 

the system by using both atomic and coupled models. The DEVS representation 

encapsulates the structure and the behavior of the model. Thus, DEVS models provide 

mathematical representations that can be formally checked and validated.  

    Second, multi-agent systems (MAS) present a strong theoretical and practical tool 

to implement the solution and provide several advantages such as autonomy, pro-

activity, distribution, self-organization and adaptation. The agents cooperate for 

collective problem solving, since an isolated agent cannot solve the entire problem 

because it has not large perception and capabilities. Therefore, the system of agents 

provides a collective solution that emerges from collective actions within the 

population of the agents.   

    The idea developed here is focused on the transformation of models checked and 

validated in DEVS to agent model representation. The Agent/Role/Group (AGR) 

concept presents the most convenient paradigm in this scope. Moreover, a set of 

procedures allowing transition between DEVS model and AGR model has been 

determined and integrated in MAD-KIT platform. The latter has been developed by 

the team of Professor J. Ferber in LIRMM [12] and based on the principles of AGR.  

    This paper is organized as follows: The second and third sections present the Multi-

Agent Systems and DEVS formalism. The fourth section describes related works, 

where we categorize combinations of DEVS and MAS from which our approach was 

inspired. Both approach and algorithms transformations that we propose are shown in 

the fifth section. Finally, section 6 concludes the work and underlines our 

perspectives. 

 

2 The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) 

 

J. Ferber [13] [14] [15] represents a multi-agent system by the couple <A, W> where 

A is an agent and W an environment, and considers an agent in interaction with the 

world as a system composed of dynamic coupled two subsystems, the coupling taking 

place through perceptions that the agent has for environment and actions that modify 

this environment. 

 

                                                  A = (Pa, Percepta, Fa, Infla, Sa)                                   (1) 

                                                               W = (E, Г, Σ, R)                                           (2) 

With 

- Pa represents the function of perception of the agent,  

- Percepta the set of stimuli and sensations,                                

- Fa the function of behavior of the agent that determines the agent’s state,   

- Infla the function of action of the agent,.                             

- Sa the set of the agent’s internal states,      

 

                           



 
 

- E the space in which the agent evolves,                                 

-  Γ the space of influences produced by the agent and having like consequences to 

modify the evolution of the environment,  

- Σ the set of states of the environment,                            

- R the law of evolution of the environment, 

2.1   AGR model 

The model (AGR) is based on the concepts of agents, groups and roles [12] [16]. 

Agent. An agent is only specified as an active communicating entity which plays 

roles within groups.  

Group. Groups are defined as atomic sets of agent aggregation representing any usual 

multi-agent system. Each agent is part of one or more group. 

Role. The role is abstract representation of an agent function, service or identification 

within a group. Each role handled by an agent is local to a group [17-20]. Figure 1 

represents the diagram of AGR model. 

 

Fig. 1. AGR model 

 

3 The DEVS Formalism 
 

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [3] [21] is an environment for 

systems’ modeling and simulation. DEVS provides a means of specifying a 

mathematical object called a system. In addition, DEVS allows gathering, in coherent 

way, other formalisms of modeling. It is, in fact, a formalism fitted to significant 

number of scopes of application [22-25]. 

3.1 Formal Specification of a DEVS Atomic Model 

A Discrete Event System Specification is a structure 

                                       ADEVS = (X, Y, S, δint, δext, δcon,ta ,  λ)                                (3) 

Where 

X is the set of inputs 

S is a set of states 

Y is the set of outputs 

δint: S → S: is the internal transition function 

 

 

 



 
 

δext: Q × X → S:  is the external transition function, where 

Q = {(s,e) | s ∈ S,0 ≤ e ≤ ta (s)} is the total state set 

e is the time elapsed since last transition. 

λ: S → Y is the output function 

ta (s) is the time advance function 

3.2 Formal Specification of a DEVS Coupled Model 

A DEVS coupled model is described by the following equation: 

 

                       CDEVS = (Xself, Yself, D,{ Md/dЄD}, EIC, EOC, IC)                      (4) 

 

Self: is the model itself. 

Xself is the set of inputs of coupled model. 

Yself is the set of outputs of coupled model. 

D is the set of names associated with the components of the model, self is not in D.  

{Md / d Є D} is the set of components of coupled model. 

EIC, EOC and IC define the coupling structure in coupled model. 

EIC is the set of external input couplings.  

EOC is the external output couplings.  

IC defines internal coupling. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of an atomic model and  a coupled model consisting of two 

atomic models (A) and (B) 

 

4 Related works  

 
In this section, we presnt the most relevet tools and platforms for systems modeling 

and simulation frameworks that combined both DEVS and MAS.  

    The GALATEA platform [26] [27] provides a high level simulation concepts for 

specification and design of MAS systems, Thus, one can modeling roles and action 

plans and establishing communications, negotiations and dialogues between agents to 

allowing the emergence of efficiency distributed solutions. GALATEA is based on 

the Zeigler theory of simulation and the logical agents. This platform uses a set of 

logical programming oriented languages and allows the modeling by using DEVS 

formalisms. The major disadvantage of this platform is its difficulty of 

implementation [28].  

    The JAMES platform [29-31] allows dynamic simulations of MAS systems. An 

agent is represented  by  atomic  DEVS model,  a  group  of  agents  is  represented by  

coupled DEVS model and the communication between models is determined by the  

 

 

 

 



 
 

inputs and outputs events. The agent environment plays an important role and it is 

perceived as a shared framework for the agents interactions [32-35].  

    The VLE platform [36-37] is a high level simulation framework based on DEVS 

formalism. This platform allows the simulation of the MAS systems by using DEVS. 

An agent is represented by a DEVS atomic model, an external stimulus by a message 

and the environment is characterized by CELL-DEVS [38-39].  

    The DEVSimPy platform [34] considers the advantages and the disadvantages of 

these latter platforms and provides a framework for agents modeling and simulation 

by using DEVS formalism. Thus, both the agents and the environments are 

represented by DEVS atomic models. A group of agents is represented by a DEVS 

coupled model [40]. 

     By analyzing the aforementioned works, one can conclude that in these 

approaches; the agents, the environments, the interactions between agents and the 

groups of agents are represented by atomic and coupled DEVS models.  

      Multi-agent systems (MAS), for their part, present a strong theoretical and 

practical tool in the field of simulation.  MAS include tools for managing the agents. 

At this level, the implementation of the system can be easily realized. For these 

reasons, we opted in our work for the combination  

 

5 Proposed approach 
 

In this work, we propose a new approach for modeling and simulation of  complex 

systems and precisely industrial ones. After studying the most relevant existing 

approaches we distinguished the following correspondence between DEVS and AGR 

models :  

 A DEVS atomic model can be represented by agent model.  The inputs and 

outputs of the atomic models are represented by a set of stimuli and action of 

the agent. The internal transition function and the external transition function 

are represented by the function of behaviour and the function of perception of 

the agent respectively. The output function represented by the function of 

action of the agent.   The sequences of states (S) of the DEVS atomic model 

are by the set of the agent’s internal states.  

 A coupled model materializes a group. The inputs and outputs of coupled 

model are represented by transmitter coordinator agents. The external input 

couplings, the external output couplings and the internal coupling are 

represented by different interconnections between agents and groups of 

agents. 

According to the aforementioned points, we provide three major contributions: 

 Industrial systems are classified as discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS) 

and are characterized by a complex and hierarchical structure [41]. In our 

approach, the structure of industrial system’s elements is formally defined and 

represented in DEVS, and according to B.P. Zeigler [11]we can prove that this 

formalism is adequate to model of this type of systems. 

 Providing a mechanism which can systematically transform the DEVS to 

AGR model. 

 Integrating this mechanism in MAD-KIT platform in order to create a new 

extension for DEVS formalism. Choosing MAD-KIT platform for 

implementation can be justified by its advantages such as, its genericity, its 

independence to a specific field of application, and finally, its simplicity of 

implementation. 

 

 



 
 

5.1 Mechanisms of DEVS to AGR transformation 

The proposed Algorithm below transforms atomic and coupled model of DEVS model 

to agent and groups of AGR model [41]. 

    The CDEVS_G (CDEVS) function creates the groups Gi, then, the procedures 

CDEVS_EIC,CDEVS_IC and CDEVS_EOC define the various interconnections 

between the agents (AGAj “agent corresponding to atomic model ADEVSj” created 

by ADEVS_AGA (ADEVSj) function, AGCi_R “Agent representing the input ports 

of coupled model CDEVSi” and AGCi_E “Agent representing the output ports of 

coupled model CDEVSi “) and the groups Gi according to coupling type CDEVSi as 

shown below.  

   The ADEVS_AGA (ADEVS) function allows the creation of AGAj agents for 

each atomic model ADEVSj. Thus, both receptors and effectors of AGAj agent 

represent respectively the input ports (ADEVSj. Inportsi) and output ports 

(ADEVSj.Outportsi) of atomic model. The function of perception AGAj.Pa 

corresponds to the external transition function ADEVSj.δext.  

    The behavior function AGAj.Fa represents the internal transition function 

ADEVSj.δint. The action function of AGAj.Infla agent corresponds to the output 

function ADEVSj.λ The dynamic evolution of an agent represents time advance 

function ADEVSj.ta and the internal states of AGAj agent. This corresponds to the set 

of states ADEVSj.S.  

    The CDEVS_AGC (CDEVSj) function creates two coordinators agents AGC for 

each coupled model CDEVSi, the first one is a receiver coordinator agent (AGCi_R) 

and the second one is a transmitter coordinator agent (AGCi_E). The main objective 

of those both coordinators is well to conserve the encapsulation of DEVS formalism. 

The model is represented as a black box that acts with environment only via the input 

and output ports .However, the agents have free interaction with their environment. In 

this approach; the agents want to communicate with internal agents of a group 

corresponding to a DEVS coupled model should necessary go through coordinators 

agents of this group.  

    The CDEVS_G ( CDEVSi ) function creates groups Gi for each CDEVSi coupled 

model; then it creates AGAj agents that it will gather them in this group Gi. Then; it 

creates both coordination agents AGCi_R and AGCi_E through CDEVS_AGC 

function. The figure 3 below  illustrate a graphical representation of elementary 

transformation of our approach DEVS/AGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. DEVS/AGR transformation 

 

 

 



 
 

Algorithm 1:Transformation CDEVS_AGR 

 Input CDEVS  

 Output AGR 

1:  for all CDEVSi do 

2 :   call  CDEVS_G (CDEVSi) // Creation of groups  and  agents  

3 :   call  CDEVS_EIC (CDEVSi) // Definition of interconnections corresponding to 

        // DEVSi.EIC 

4 :   call  CDEVS_IC (CDEVSi) // Definition of interconnections corresponding to  

       CDEVSi.IC 

5 :   call  CDEVS_EOC (CDEVSi) // Definition of interconnections corresponding to 

      //CDEVSi.EOC 

6 : end for   

 

Function 1: ADEVS_AGA ( ADEVS : AtomicDEVS) : AGA 

1 :  Create AGAj  // Agent model  corresponding to ADEVSj 

2 :  Create a mailbox Mb of size =ADEVSj.Inports.Size 

3 :  Create a sending box Sb of size =ADEVSj.Outports.Size 

4 :  if   an  external   event   is  appeared   in a port : ADEVSj.Inports   then 

5 :      Run AGAj.Pa //corresponding to ADEVSj.δext 

6 :  end if  

7 :  if the life time ta of state S is elapsed then 

8 :      Run AGAj.Fa    //  corresponding to ADEVSj.δint 

9 :      Run AGAj.Infla    //  corresponding to ADEVSj.λ 

10 : end if 

 

Function 2: CDEVS_G ( CDEVS : CoupledDEVS) : G 

1 : Create a group Gi  // corresponding to CDEVSi 

2 :  for all  ADEVSj do 

3 :    call ADEVS_AGA (ADEVSj) //  creation of agents AGAj 

4 :    add AGAj within Gi // regrouping of   agents 

5 :  end for 

6 :    call CDEVS_AGC (CDEVSi)  

7 :    add AGCi_E and AGCi_R within Gi 

 

 

Function 3: CDEVS_AGC ( CDEVS : CoupledDEVS): AGC 

1 :   Create AGCi_R // Receiver agent for CDEVSi.Inports 

2 :   Create a mailbox Mb of size = CDEVSi.Inports.Size 

3 :   Create a sending box Sb of size = CDEVSi.EIC.Size 

4 :   if  an  external event   is  appeared in a port  CDEVSi.Inports then 

5 :        Run AGCi_R.Pa 

6 :   end if  

7 :   if the  mailbox Mb non empty then 

8 :       Run AGCi_R.Fa 

9 :    end if 

10 :  if the sending box non empty then 

11 :      Run AGCi_R.Infla 

12 :   end if 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

13 :   Create AGCi_E // emitter agent for CDEVSi.Outports 

14 :   Create a mailbox Mb of size = CDEVSi.EOC.Size 

15 :   Create a sending box Sb of size = CDEVSi.Outports.Size 

16 :   if an  external  event  is  appeared in a port : CDEVSi.Outports  then 

17 :       Run AGCi_E.Pa 

18 :   end if  

19 :   if the  mailbox Mb non empty then 

20 :        Run AGCi_E.Fa 

21 :   end if 

22 :   if the sending box non empty then 

23 :       Run AGCi_E.Infla 

24 :   end if 

 

Procedure 1: CDEVS_EIC(CDEVS : CoupledDEVS)  

1 : for m  = 1 until the number of  CDEVSi.Inports do 

2 :  for j = 1 until the number of internal models M do  

3 :  for k = 1 until the number of Mj.Inports do 

4 :     if (CDEVSi.Mj = ADEVSj) then 

5 :        if (CDEVSi.Xm = ADEVSj.Xk) then // EIC between coupled model and  

                atomic model  

6 :               Define the set of  messages between Gi.AGCi_R and Gi.AGAj 

7 :          end if  

8 :        end if 

9 :      if (CDEVSi.Mj = CDEVSj) then 

10 :       if (CDEVSi.Xm = CDEVSj.Xk) then // EIC between two coupled models 

11 :            Define the set of messages between Gi.AGCi_R and Gj.AGCj_R 

12 :          end if   

13 :        end if             

14 :      end for  

15 :    end for 

16 :  end for 

 

 

Procedure 2: CDEVS_IC( CDEVS : CoupledDEVS)  

1 :  for j = 1 until the number of internal models 

            M do 

2 :    for k = 1 until the number of internal Models M do 

3 :      if j ≠ k then // an outports should not be coupled with an inports  of the same  

             model.  

4 :         for n= 1 until the number of Mj.Outports  do 

5 :           for m= 1 until the number of  Mk.Inports do 

6 :            if (CDEVSi.Mj = CDEVSj) and  (CDEVSi.Mk = CDEVSk) then 

7 :              if (CDEVSj.Yn= CDEVSk.Xm) then // IC between two coupled models 

8 :               Define the set of messages between Gj.AGCj_E and Gk.AGCk_R 

9 :             end if  

10 :          end if 

11 :         if (CDEVSi.Mj = ADEVSj) and  (CDEVSi.Mk =  ADEVSk) then 

12 :           if (ADEVSj.Yn = ADEVSk.Xm) then // IC  between two atomic models 

13 :              Define the set of messages between Gi.AGAj and Gi.AGAk 

14 :           end if  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

15 :         end if 

16 :         if (CDEVSi.Mj = ADEVSj) and (CDEVSi.Mk = CDEVSk) then 

17 :           if (ADEVSj.Yn = CDEVSk.Xm) then   // IC  between atomic model and 

                    // coupled model  

18 :              Define the set of messages between Gi.AGAj and Gk.AGCk_R 

19 :           end if 

20 :          end if 

21 :         if (CDEVSi.Mj = CDEVSj) and (CDEVSi.Mk =ADEVSk) then 

22 :          if (CDEVSj.Yn = ADEVSk.Xm) then // IC between coupled model and  

                   // atomic model 

23 :               Define the set of messages between Gj.AGCj_E and Gi.AGAk 

24 :          end if  

25 :         end if 

26 :       end for  

27 :      end for  

28 :    end if  

29 :  end for  

30 :end for 

 

Procedure 3: CDEVS_EOC (CDEVS: CoupledDEVS) 

1 :  for j = 1 until the number of internal models M do 

2 :    for p = 1 until the number of Mj.Outports do 

3 :       for q = 1 until the number of CDEVSi.Outports do 

4 :       if (CDEVSi.Mj = ADEVSj) then 

5 :          if (ADEVSj.Yp = CDEVSi.Yq) then // EOC  between atomic model and  

                  // coupled model  

6 :               Define the set of messages between Gi.AGAj and Gi.AGCi_E 

7 :          end if  

8 :         end if 

9 :         if (CDEVSi.Mj = CDEVSj) then 

10 :         if (CDEVSj.Yp = CDEVSi.Yq) then // EOC  between two coupled models 

11 :              Define the set of messages between Gj.AGCj_E and Gi.AGCi_E 

12 :         end if  

13 :       end if              

14 :     end for  

15 :   end for 

16 :end for 

 

The table 1 below shows a set of passage rules between AGR and DEVS model 

according to equations (1) and (2) regarding AGR model and equations (3) related to 

DEVS as well as the algorithms shown above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 1. Correspondence between DEVS and AGR. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

5.2 Architecture for Simulation System 

 
The figure 4 presents a global system architecture based on the proposed approach. 

The interaction module (1) allows the system agent to determinate all coupled and 

atomic models of system to be simulated through a set of pre-defined models in base 

of models (2). This base contains a set of re-used models (The system agent can grow 

it progressively).  

    The capture of models is done through a set of files code of system simulation. 

Thus, the system agent may follow the simulation evolutions on the display system (7) 

by having the possibility to interact with the system thanks to interaction module (1). 

The parameters are the components of equation of atomic and coupled models. An 

analysis of data integration is carried out in this level.  

    The files are saved in XML models (3). Then, the system transforms them thanks to 

CDEVS/AGR extension (4). The management module of agents (5) allows obtaining a 

set of agents and groups of agents according to AGR model. Those agents are 

integrated into MAD-KIT multi-agent platform (8) to obtain the executable code of 

system simulation. 

 
DEVS               AGR  

Atomic X Agenta Percepta 

 

Y AGC_E 

δext Pa 

δint Fa 

λ Infla 

S Agent  behaviour (Role) 
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X Group 

 

 

 

 

AGC_R 

AGC_E Y 

M Group / M ∈  CDEVS || 

Agent / M ∈  ADEVS 

EIC Interconnection  between AGCi_R & AGCj_R / 

Mj∈  CDEVS, (i,j)∈  N || AGCi_R & AGAj / 

Mj∈  ADEVS, (i,j)∈  N 

EOC Interconnection  between  AGCj_E & AGCi_E / 

Mj∈  CDEVS, (i,j)∈N || AGAj & AGCi_E / Mj∈  

ADEVS, (i,j)∈N 

 

IC Interconnection  between  AGCj_E & AGCk_R / 

Mj ∈  CDEVS, Mk ∈  CDEVS, (j,k)∈N &  j≠k || 

AGAj & AGAk  / Mj∈ADEVS, Mk∈ADEVS, 

(j,k)∈N &  j≠k || AGAj & AGCk_R / Mj ∈  

ADEVS, Mk∈  CDEVS, (j,k)∈N &  j≠k || 

AGCj_E & AGAk   /   Mj ∈  CDEVS, Mk∈  

ADEVS, (j,k)∈N &  j≠k 



 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Overall architecture of the simulation system. 

 

6 Conclusion 
 

In this paper we have proposed a new framework for modeling and simulation of 

complex systems using multi-agent platform MAD-KIT. The proposed approach is 

based on the DEVS formalism for system modeling and the AGR of MAD-KIT for 

their simulation. The main idea behind our approach is to take advantage of the formal 

power of DEVS formalism for verification and validation and the power of the MAD-

KIT platform advanced simulation tools.  

The advantage of our approach is that it offers an environment for the design and 

development of a very flexible and extensible modeling and simulation framework. 

The later will allow adding DEVS formalism to the modeling formalisms already 

existing in the platform such as Petri Nets, UML, interaction diagrams, etc.  As a 

perspective, we will focus on testing our extension by modeling and simulating real 

complex systems such as industrial petroleum systems. 
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